




Sacred Prostitute. Alexandria,
Roman era. From collection of
Jacques Lacan.  The taboo does
not banish the transgression but,
on the contrary, depends on it,
just as transgression depends on
the existence of the taboo: “The
transgression does not deny the
taboo but transcends it and com-
pletes it.”
–Georges Bataille





Diableries. France (1860s) The Sun visits Satan in Hell.  In this 
imaginary underworld, the population of devils, satyrs and 
skeletons are very much alive and fun loving.  The personification
of sumptuary expenditure.  Who can outdo the sun in terms of it’s
gift of free energy, light and heat?



B&W marker drawings by Rick Pieto illustrate the Ediciones la Calavera edition of The Deadman
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Peggy’s notes on lecture Lascaux: Women and the Unconscious
and In Bataille’s Dark Chamber, 1989















“Why not admit, in fact, that, if there is no virility that castration does not
consecrate, then, it s a castrated lover, or a dead man (or the two in one) who,
for woman, hides behind the veil in order to call her adoration to it- that is,
from the same locus beyond the maternal imago from which the threat came
to her of a castration, not really concerning her.”               
Jacques Lacan,  Guiding Remarks… page 617









Franz Boaz
posing for a
museum display
of Kwakiutl 
figures for an
exhibition at 
the American 
Museum of 
Natural History
(circa 1895)



Journal of Psychoanalytic Anthropology (1979)



















from Men Confronting Pornography, 
Michael Kimmel, ed. (New York: Crown Publishers, 1990)















Death Masks
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Frame
from the
film
The Story
of O 
by 
Kenneth
Anger

Friedrich Nietzsche, Lou Andreas Salomé, Paul Rée  1882



T H E   D E A D M A N   S O U R C E   B O O K
The Deadman
(16mm, 1989, B/W, 38 minutes, sound)
Peggy Ahwesh & Keith Sanborn

This is a compilation of  source material gathered for The Deadman, a film made in the late 1980’s.  The files 
were revisited on the occasion of  the show Catalysts (or, Expanded Cinema) in May 2013, an ongoing series 
curated by Bradley Eros in which filmmakers (in this case Keith & I) are invited to unpack the variety of  elements
that inspired and/or challenged the making of  a particular film within their body of  work.  The ephemera gath-
ered here is a farily good sampling of  the images, research materials and correspondence that remains from that
time, showing the train of  thought that shaped our thinking in the process of  making the film— a time capsule of
sorts, with most of  the material radiating out from the writings of  Georges Bataille who’s ghost always hovered
nearby as we engaged the project.

Cast of  characters: 
Marie is played by  Jennifer Montgomery
the Barmaid is played by Diane Torr 
the Count is played by Ramon Quanta la Gusta
Pierrot is played by Scott Shat
the Bar Clientele are Leslie Singer, Beth Friedman, Griff  Kwait and Ben Polsky
the Drunk is played by Kevin Barrett
the Deadman is a guy named Kelly

In an early version of  the film which fell through, Renate Walker was to play Marie, hence the correcpondence.

The book collective Ediciones la Calavera published The Deadman in 1989, illustrated with B&W marker 
drawings by Rick Pieto and an introduction to the book by Lord Ouch. 

Ediciones la Calavera is now defunct but the board was Ahwesh, Pieto and Sanborn.

The Deadman charts "the adventures of  a near-naked heroine who 
sets in motion a scabrous free-from orgy before returning to the 
house to die — a combination of  elegance, raunchy defilement 
and barbaric splendor.”

— Jonathan Rosenbaum, Chicago Reader

I would like to thank Rick Pieto, Bradley Eros, Renate Walker, Jennifer Montgomery, Microscope Gallery, 
Andy Lampert and Anthology Film Archives for both new and old support and essential contributions to 
The Deadman project.

Peggy
pahwesh@gmail.com




